
Create a vision that attracts  
Strengthen your intrinsic power to create & innovate 
What You’ll Gain:  

An improved relationship with the inner dynamics of mind, heart, matter & possibility. 

Description: 

If you can successfully envision, you can create. In this transformational development 

workshop you’ll learn how to source personal creative power, master the ideation gap 

and enhance your ability to bring a vision or new innovation project to life. Become 

aware of the value of maintaining an inner focus to materialize your vision, fuel its  

journey and experience the fulfillment of your realization. Break through limits and 

clarify your vision independent of what you consider possible. Move from pre-

supposition, history and circumstance to a purpose and energy pathway that embrac-

es possibility. Begin to "see" & "sense" new opportunities for creativity and contribu-

tion. Instill committed action with personal fulfillment while engaging the deep creative 

stretching that progressive people & organizations need to do to balance intellectual 

bias and create a new future.  

What You’ll Learn: 

Learn to master your ability to create using natural inner resources & creative affinity 

through imagination, vision & energy, Improve the impact you have in creating your life 

and contributing to a collaborative vision in your organization.   

 

Outcomes: 

Consciously create a vision that mobilizes and attracts  

Learn the difference between creating & construction in terms of core dynamics  

Empower & align with the seven elements of the creative process 

Strengthen your ability to identify & overcome limitation 

Build trust & collaboration processes that empower team & partner commitment 

Manage the action phase more successfully & foster unexpected opportunity 

Stronger innovation teams & sustainable innovation   

Who Should Attend:  

Executives, Managers, Leaders, Professionals, Project Managers, Teams & Business 

Units, Entrepreneurs   

     Stress Management Workshops 

To book this workshop pls call Intuita - Insight that transforms  905 271 7272   intuita.com 

A Deep Innovation Workshop to develop & 

condition inner skills for creating    

ABOUT YOUR FACILITATOR: 

Arupa Tesolin is a consultant and trainer 

in organizational performance & innova-

tion transformation who helps leaders, 

teams & organizations develop intuitive 

agility and their inner creative skills . 

She is the founder of Intuita, author of 

Ting!, inventor of Intuita MindWare and 

producer of Intuita’s transformational 

innovation workshops in Deep Innovation 

- encompassing insight, intuition & deep 

cognition, mind mastery & creating. 

Arupa’s enlightened view and thoughtful 

originality in implicit innovation helps 

others connect the invisible conceptual 

dots to draw on deeper sources of ener-

gy, know-how, purpose & innovation 

capital.  

Arupa has two decades of leadership, 

management & enterprise capability 

development experience. She has pub-

lished over 150 articles in top training & 

management publications international-

ly, as well as two science papers & a 

government paper on Pyscho-social im-

pact of Occupational Stress.  

http://intuita.com/

